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Judith Viorst returns with an increase of poems in her “Years” She describes the sweetness of
seeing the world with new eyes— Continuing the comedic insight from I’ In her wise and playful
poems, Judith Viorst discusses like, friendship, grand parenthood, and all of the particular
marvels— As Viorst gleefully attests, eighty is not too old to fantasy, to flirt, to beverage, and to
dance.m Too Little to be Seventy, these verses of thoughts and information from eighty years of
love, marriage, and grandchildren are sure to provide laughs.s also not too late to give up being
cheap or to take up with a younger guy of seventy-eight.of the extraordinary decade. poetry
series detailing the highs and lows of being an octogenarian.not due to revelation but because
of a successful cataract operation. She guarantees never to gently fade apart, and not to operate
a vehicle after daylight’s faded out either.s beloved “s gotten to be a “three-desserts”
grandmother (“Simply don’t tell your mom!t believe in, but if it does exist, her sister-in-law
better not be right now there with her).), shares how memory failure will keep you married, and
enumerates her hopes for the afterlife (which she doesn’”What does it mean to end up being
eighty? Zesty, hopeful, and full of the pleasures of living, Viorst’and in any other case— It’s poems
speak to her legions of readers, who understand themselves in her understanding observations,
in her touching reflections, and in her joyful affirmations. Funny, shifting, inspirational, and
true—the most recent in Judith Viorst’ She clarifies how she’decades” series extols the virtues,
victories, frustrations, and joys of life.
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I REALLY LIKE JUDITH VIORST I love JUDITH VIORST, having fallen deeply in love with her
writings when We initial read her "How Did I Ever REACH Be 40 And Other Atrocities", a
wonderful, fun and witty look about the transition inside our lives from refusing to acknowledge
growing older to facing reality. Viorst for the great gift idea and to make me laugh even though
I've turned eighty! A Winner Love Judith Viorst’s poetry as she prepares just how for every
passing decade. This reserve is terrific for seventy and eightysomethings!Rusti Van Rooy
Unexpectedly Eighty a Funny Acknowledgment of Aging My niece and nephew gave me
personally this book as a gift upon my becoming an octogenerian. that the pleasure of laughter,
of looking into the face of a loved one, of hearing the tunes of birds, of watermelon and ice
cream, of dipping our toes right into a pool of cool water on a sunny summer's time, enrich out
lives beyond measure. JUDITH VIORST understands all this, therefore should we. Touching
Bought for my mom. There's much truth to generations not really understanding those that
precede them -- until you are standing within their shoes. I didn't understand all the dynamics of
being in a strong love romantic relationship until I was in one, nor the pain of losing a close
friend to death, nor of parenthood. The poems in this collection reach to an age I watch daily, but
don't and can't understand until -- ideally -- I may reach it. That wisdom eludes me -- most of us
who aren't 'there' yet. But the stories held within made my mom smile, and wistful, and perhaps
touch her. This book should be made to make someone feel terrible about becoming
80.MAGNIFICENTJudith Viorst hits every insight and 80's is no different. Marvelous undertake
the age I have read all her books on various years from twenties on up. I was so hoping she
would make it to 80 so she would write another one (as I recently turned 80) and was thrilled to
see she had managed to get also and wrote another one because of this stage.... that our families
are our truest friends, our best companions; Loved the publication just for its title! Who ever
believes that one day one will end up being eighty! A couple chuckles but the rest is just awful.
That was a blunder. I began buying her decade-centric books with the fifties, and hope she lasts
to create the century one. Thanks a lot Ms. Growing older can be an total must, unless one
desires to simply give up and face the Grand Reaper at an early age. You will not feel great about
being 80 I bought this publication for a friend who's turning 80. Loved the material--Judith
Viorst offers entertained me for years via her magazine content and now I got this skinny,
delightful publication with her wonderful method of being a extremely senior citizen.Tough to
expect a whole lot from a little book.? Another perfect insight! Judith Viorst has gotten me
personally thru every 10 years of my adult lifestyle. that love does last; Truly amazing! As per
usual.. Great seller Great product Very clever wonderful gift book Prompt Gift Two Stars
Disappointing in quality of composing and length of book. I do wish it turned out longer, but
possibly the knowledge and enjoyment is definitely in the brevity, not unlike to joy one can feel
not so much in the conversations however in the silence of being with another.To laugh, to cry,
to ponder....it's all there! Ageless lady Gotta like Judith Viorst. Upon reading the book, I
immediately ordered three more from Amazon to provide as commiserating gifts to my good
friends who would become unexpectedly eighty this season. Such something special, such
wisdom wrapped in good humor. Live lengthy and prosper, Judith! I really felt cheated. Boring
Much less knowledge than usual.. Getting older is also amazing: We learn that the considerations
of life do matter;
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